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The United States LOVES church! 317,221 total churches.
63,444,200 regular Churchgoers. 
Godclick reaches 98% of them. 
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Every cell phone has an unchangeable number called its IMEI, which stands for "International Mobile Equipment Identity". It's the law. You can think of it as a birth
certificate of the phone - or its fingerprints. That IMEI number reveals neither the name nor the cell phone number of that individual so privacy is protected. That is
also the law. Furthermore we "hash" the IMEIs. 

Using the Church address, we drop a polygon on the building and anonymously ID whose cell phone attends church. They're called "Device IDs". We can then follow
that person (via their device) throughout their day and serve them a display ad anywhere, anytime, usually in app, but also on the exchange of the top 5,000 websites. 

To see your own IMEI number, simply take out your phone, hit " *#06# " and your personal IMEI number will be displayed - without exception. "See" you in Church!   
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Why IMEIs exist

An International Mobile Equipment Identifier is a unique number
assigned to every mobile device. It’s the phone’s “birth certificate”
and can be used to identify your device in a wireless network,
locate it on the network, and allow you to claim service via text
message or online. The first three digits of your IMEI are usually
replaced with “00.” 

Suppose something happens to your phone or it stops working
properly. In that case, you can use this identifier as part of a
warranty claim process for your device if you have signed up for
one with the manufacturer (or retailer) at the time of purchase. OR
- you can polygon a church using location tech, capture the
device ID (IMEI), and advertise to churchgoers on it and DOOH
anywhere. 

 

https://www.technowize.com/5g-wireless-technology-main-focus-ces-2017/
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Contact: Gregory Swan, CEO
Greg@GODclick.com     | 248 667 2722

Kristine Bonds, Partner | 917 340 0632


